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President Leath
& enrollment
A look at enrollment in the 
fall of each year Leath has 
served as president
*information from the 
Office of the Registrar 
Leath’s timeline
Iowa State exceeds 
goal to raise $100 mil-
lion for the university 
between July 2012 
and July 2013.
Leath is formally 
welcomed as 15th 
president of Iowa 
State at installation 
ceremony.
Leath addresses the 
Government of the Stu-
dent Body for the first 
time, says focus at ISU  
is on access, affordabil-
ity, quality.
Leath begins duties as 
the president of Iowa 
State.
Leath is selected by a 
unanimous vote as the 
15th president of Iowa 
State.
News breaks that 
Leath damaged a 
university-owned 
aircraft in July 2015 
during an 11-day trip to 
North Carolina.
Leath accepts 
presidency at Auburn 
University after unani-
mously approved by its 
board of trustees. 
Leath discontinues 
Veishea, retires name. 
The cancellation comes 
after months of meet-
ing with a Veishea task 
force after riots in 2014.
Iowa State announces 
Forever True, For Iowa 
State campaign an-
nouncing a $1.1 billion 
fundraising initiative 
headed by Leath.
Aug. 23, 2013
Sept. 14, 2012
Feb. 8, 2012
Jan. 16, 2012
Sept. 27, 2011
Sept. 23, 2016
March 20, 2017
Aug. 7, 2014
Oct. 1, 2016
Photos (left to right):
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Steven Leath addresses the 2013 graduating 
class at the Fall Commencement Ceremony on 
Dec. 21. 
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Steven Leath speaks with students after cancel-
ling Veishea following the April 8, 2014, riot. 
Ryan Young/Iowa State Daily
Donald Trump walks around Jack Trice Stadium 
with Steven Leath before the CyHawk game on 
Sept. 13, 2015. 
Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily
Steven Leath speaks with a prospective family 
during their tour of Iowa State on Nov. 7, 2016.
William Deaton/Iowa State Daily
Steven Leath and his wife Janet walk to a 
luncheon on Central Campus on Sept. 13, 2012. 
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WEATHER
Tuesday
Chance of rain throughout 
the day;  mostly cloudy dur-
ing the night.
47
28
Weather provided by ISU American Meteorological Society
March 17
Officers responded to a re‑
port of someone in the Nu‑
clear Engineering Laboratory 
at 10:58 p.m. The building 
was searched and no one 
was located.
March 18
Chayse Zachary Nash, 24, 
of 2310 Prairie View West 
Unit 101 ‑ Ames, Iowa, was 
arrested and charged with 
disorderly conduct and pub‑
lic intoxication at Nuclear 
Engineering Laboratory at 
10:58 p.m. 
Dillon Michael Houde, 24, 
of 12324A L Little Pine Road 
SW ‑ Brainerd, Minnesota, 
was arrested and charged 
with disorderly conduct and 
public intoxication at Nuclear 
Engineering Laboratory at 
10:58 p.m.
 
An individual reported a per‑
son entered their residence 
without permission at 45 
Schilletter Village at 1:38 
a.m.  
 
Eric Patrick Engh, 21, of 
1108 S 4Th Street Unit 28 
‑ Ames, Iowa, was arrested 
on a warrant for public intoxi‑
cation at Lot 89 at 2:33 a.m. 
 
An individual reported the 
theft of items from a room 
at 1344‑202 Walton Drive at 
12:11 p.m.  
 
A person reported being the 
victim of fraud at the Armory 
Building at 6:55 p.m.  
 
An individual reported being 
harassed at 35 Frederiksen 
Court at 8:13 p.m.
The information in the log comes from 
the ISU and City of Ames police depart-
ments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law 
are innocent until proven guilty in a 
court of law.
POLICE BLOTTER
CORRECTIONS
The Iowa State Daily wel-
comes comments and sug-
gestions or complaints about 
errors that warrant correction. 
To submit a correction, please 
contact our editor at 515-294-
5688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.
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GALLERY: A LOOK 
BACK AT LEATH
CHOOSE YOUR 
CAMP ADVENTURE
With the announce-
ment that President Leath 
is leaving Iowa State, we 
took a look back at the top 
headlines he’s made dur-
ing his five years here.
Hot Kunch performed 
on the Daily’s Acoustic 
Lounge Monday night on 
the Daily’s Facebook Live 
page. Check out our recap 
on iowastatedaily.com.
@A_Anderson44 and 
@A_Marner32 are headed 
to Iowa State spring foot-
ball on Tuesday. Make sure 
to follow them on Twitter 
for updated information.
We’ve revamped our 
social media coverage of 
Self and Style. Follow @
ISDSelfStyle on Twitter, 
ISDSelfStyle on Pinterest 
and @ISD_SelfStyle on 
Instagram for food, well-
ness, fashion, accessories 
and so many more stories.
Follow @ISDLimelight 
for all your Iowa State arts 
and entertainment news. 
See what stories our re-
porters are working on 
and make your voice heard 
about pop culture issues 
by voting in our polls.
Check out our photo gal-
lery looking back at the 
big moments of President 
Leath’s time at Iowa State 
since being inaugurated in 
2012 on our website.
There are a few things to 
consider when deciding to 
go to a park where you can 
camp and one where you 
can’t camp. Check out our 
story for details.
CALENDER
March 21
ISU Faculty Research Day: 
1 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the 
Great Hall, Memorial Union. 
Faculty from all disciplines 
are invited to present a 
poster, deliver a talk, dis‑
play an exhibit, meet new 
colleagues and discover 
connections within Iowa 
State’s interdisciplinary 
grand challenge research 
areas. The event will feature 
a keynote address by Debi 
Durham, director of the 
Iowa Economic Develop‑
ment Authority, a poster 
session, lightning talks and 
a networking reception. 
Registration is required for 
attendance or to present a 
poster or talk.  Cost: Free. 
Plant Breeding Seminar 
Series: 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. at 
3140 Agronomy Hall. Sun‑
flower root GWAS using 2D 
imaging by Ze Fang, Iowa 
State University. Cost: Free.
Stained Glass Class: 6 
p.m. to 8 p.m. at The Work‑
space. Create a small panel 
using an array of beautifully 
colored glass.
Learn how to handle glass, 
choose colors and textures, 
fit glass to patterns, cut, 
grind, foil and solder. En‑
hanced by daylight, your 
piece will change based on 
the weather, season, and 
time of day. Instructor: Rod 
Simpson. Tuesdays begin‑
ning March 21, 6 p.m. to 8 
p.m. for 5 weeks. Cost: 
ISU $75, Public $85; Sup‑
plies included. 
Workshop: Floral Design 
Series: Learn the basics of 
floral design from State Fair 
Master Flower Show judge 
and floral designer Sandy 
Gossman while creating 
beautiful arrangements to 
take home. Each month 
features a different style 
of arrangement, from vase 
designs to centerpieces, 
to contemporary designs 
using structural oasis. Learn 
the tips and skills used by 
professionals and create 
own one‑of‑a‑kind floral de‑
signs. Topic: Ocean Devo‑
tion Arrangements ‑‑ Bring 
spring break home with a 
fresh ocean‑themed vase 
arrangement in blues and 
whites, with seashell ac‑
cents. 
You can register for one 
class, pick any four classes, 
or all twelve classes. Those 
who attend all twelve class‑
es will receive a certificate 
of floral design from Rei‑
man Gardens.Member rate: 
$40 for one class, $140 for 
four classes, and $380 for 
all twelve classes. Gen‑
eral public rate: $50 for one 
class, $175 for four class‑
es, and $475 for all twelve 
classes.Preregistration and 
prepayment are required by 
the Wednesday before each 
class. Iowa State University 
students receive 15% off 
the member price for most 
education programs at Rei‑
man Gardens.
Documentary & Discus-
sion: Tested :  7 p.m. at 
the Sun Room, Memorial 
Union. Who Has Access to 
Quality Public Education? 
TESTED, a new documen‑
tary by filmmaker Curtis 
Chin, explores the question 
of access to a high‑quality 
public education, taking 
on such issues as affirma‑
tive action and the model‑
minority myth. Cost: Free. 
Blue SHIFT Percussion 
Group: 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 
p.m. at Martha‑Ellen Tye 
Recital Hall, Music Building. 
Guest Percussion Group. 
Cost: Free.
March 22
Art Walk ‑ Women in the 
Art On Campus Collec‑
tion: noon to 1 p.m and the 
Marriage Ring sculpture, 
south of MacKay Hall. “Art 
does not solve problems 
but makes us aware of 
their existence. It opens 
our eyes to see and our 
brain to imagine.” ‑Mag‑
dalena Abakanowicz. How 
are women represented in 
the Art on Campus Collec‑
tion? Both in content and 
context? Come and join 
the University Museums 
as we explore art on cam‑
pus featuring or created by 
women. Cost: Free.
Faculty from all disci-
plines at Iowa State are 
welcome to participate 
in ISU Faculty Research 
Day on Tuesday.
The event  wi l l  take 
place from 1 p.m. to 5:30 
p.m. in the Great Hall of 
the Memorial Union.
Registration is required 
and can be filled out at 
https://www.eventbrite.
com/e/2017-isu-facul-
ty-research-day-tick-
ets-31360490070.
According to the Iowa 
State events website, at-
tendees will be able to 
present a poster, deliver 
a talk, display an exhibit, 
meet new colleagues and 
discover connections 
within Iowa State’s in-
terdiscipl inary grand 
challenge research ar-
eas.
Debi Durham, director 
of the Iowa Economic 
Development Authority, 
will give the keynote ad-
dress at the event, which 
will also include a poster 
session, lightening talks 
and a networking recep-
tion.
Faculty Research Day
By Kyle.Heim
@iowastatedaily.com
Alec Giljohann/Iowa State Daily
Hongming Weng, a senior researcher at Iowa State University, lectures to 25 students in Physics Hall 
about condensed matter physics, searching for analogues of high-energy particles in solids. Weng 
explores both the Dirac and Weyl equations to explain his thesis explaining his newest research: Triply 
Degenerate Nodal Point Semimetals. The Dirac and Weyl equations both deal with the spin of massless 
½ particles such as electrons. These equations are consistent in the theories of special relativity in the 
context of quantum mechanics. Weng has been published 89 times and has been cited more than 4,000 
times over the past 10 years.
SPECIAL CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS SEMINAR
SNAPSHOT
Iowa State students 
will have an opportunity 
to learn the basics of flo-
ral design Tuesday from 
Sandy Gossman, design 
State Fair Master Flower 
Show judge and floral 
designer.
The workshop will take 
place from 6:30 p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. at Reiman Gar-
dens. 
T h e  c o s t  i s  $ 5 0  p e r 
class, but there are dis-
counts for members and 
Iowa State students.
This month’s topic for 
the class will be Ocean 
Devotion Arrangements, 
al lowing participants 
to “bring spring break 
home with a fresh ocean-
themed vase arrange-
ment in blues and whites, 
with seashell accents,” 
according to the Iowa 
State events website.
Students can register 
for one class, pick any 
f o u r  c l a s s e s  o r  a l l  1 2 
classes.
The member rate is 
$40 for one class, $140 
classes and $380 for all 
four classes, while the 
general public rate is $50 
for one class, $175 for 
four classes and $475 for 
all 12 classes.
Iowa State students 
receive 15 percent off the 
member price for most 
education programs that 
Reiman Gardens offers.
Workshop on floral design
By Kyle.Heim
@iowastatedaily.com
New documentary ‘TESTED’  
to be shown Tuesday in MU
A documentary and 
discussion Tuesday will 
explore the question of 
who has access to quality 
public education.
The event will begin at 
7 p.m. in the Sun Room 
of the Memorial Union 
and will be free for stu-
dents to attend.
The new documentary, 
titled “TESTED,” was cre-
ated by filmmaker Curtis 
Chin and takes on issues 
such as affirmative ac-
tion and the model-mi-
nority myth, according 
to the Iowa State events 
website.
According to the web-
s i t e  f o r  t h e  f i l m ,  t h e 
documentary “follows 
a dozen racially and so-
cio-economically diverse 
eighth graders as they 
fight for a seat at one of 
these schools. Their only 
way in: to ace a single 
standardized test.”
Chin is a writer, pro-
ducer and director who is 
also known for his work 
on “According to Jim” 
and “The Big V.”
H e  h a s  w r i t t e n  f o r 
ABC,  Disney Channel 
and Nickelodean, and 
won awards  from the 
National  Endowment 
for the Arts, New York 
Foundation for the Arts 
and the San Diego Asian 
American Film Founda-
tion.
Chin is currently a vis-
iting scholar at New York 
University.
Chin is currently a vis-
iting scholar at New York 
University.
By Kyle.Heim
@iowastatedaily.com
NEWS (C) - 3
Part of being a Cyclone 
is dressing like one and 
there’s no better place 
to shop than the Iowa 
State University Book 
Store. Keep it on 
campus and shop the 
store that supports ISU.
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During his tenure at Iowa State, Iowa 
State President Steven Leath has boosted 
enrollment growth to new levels, launched 
a $1.1 billion fundraising campaign and 
doubled the size of Iowa State’s Research 
Park.
With this, however, his name has been 
plagued with controversies such as his use 
of Iowa State’s university-owned aircraft 
and a land deal this past summer with Iowa 
Board of Regents President Bruce Rastetter.
When inaugurated, Leath said he believed 
in the future of public universities, the 
branding of Iowa State and the value of a 
Cyclone education.
After unanimously being appointed 
by Auburn University’s board of trustees 
Monday morning, here’s a look inside his 
top-five accomplishments, controversies 
and moments during his fi ve years at Iowa 
State University.
1. The ISU Research Park
The Research Park — an innovation com-
munity and incubator for expanding busi-
ness — is something Leath has worked to 
expand. The Park was established in 1987 as 
not-for-profi t. It has been a hub for start-up 
companies and entrepreneurial ventures.
Dubbed the Cultivation Corridor, Leath 
and other Iowa businesses have worked to 
create growth in agbioscience, biorenew-
ables, biotech and advanced manufacturing 
industries throughout the I-35 interstate.
During his time at Iowa State, Leath has 
also more than doubled the size of the ISU 
Research Park, which is expected to employ 
5,000 people by 2025, according to an Iowa 
State news release.
2. Forever True, For Iowa State campaign
In October 2016, Leath announced a $1.1 
billion fundraising initiative for the school 
with hopes of raising the funds by June 2020.
The campaign hopes to rally support for 
scholarships, faculty, facilities and pro-
grams.
 Leath has been a president with a strong 
fundraising drive — launching a “quiet 
phase” of the campaign in 2012. His previ-
ous fundraising initiative, Moving Students 
Forward, raised roughly $204 million as of 
October and rallied for scholarships and 
student support.
3. Leath’s use of university-owned 
aircraft and land agreement
After a hard landing in 2014 that damaged 
Iowa State’s single-engine Cirrus, Leath 
came under harsh criticism for his mixed 
personal, business use with the airplanes 
and lack of transparency with the process.
The hard landing resulted in roughly 
$14,000 in damages.
In result of the hard landing, among other 
uses of the aircraft — including using the 
planes to attend doctor visits and picking up 
relatives on one of Iowa State’s planes while 
on the way to an NCAA basketball tourna-
ment — the Board of Regents conducted an 
internal audit.
Within the audit, it was decided that 
while Leath’s use of the aircraft entered 
several shades of gray, “the [plane] use did 
not violate existing board policy,” and that 
the regents “agree with President Leath that 
we can and must do better.”
Leath announced during a special meet-
ing in December to review the audit that due 
to the fact that one of the three university 
pilots is retiring, the university will be sell-
ing the Cirrus SR22. Leath had announced 
in September that he will no longer fly 
university-owned aircraft.
Leath also ran into controversy in early 
July 2016 after purchasing land with the help 
from Summit Farms, a private company run 
by Iowa Board of Regents President Bruce 
Rastetter.
Leath backed the claim, however, saying 
there was nothing improper about the trans-
action and that it is “unfortunate that some-
one created a story where one didn’t exist.”
In a letter to the Iowa State community 
announcing his resignation, he mentioned 
the land purchased saying, “In fact, it was 
not long ago we bought a farm here and 
expected to retire here.”
4. Cancellation of Veishea
In a press conference in August 2014, 
Leath announced that Veishea would be 
discontinued and the name retired.
The cancellation came after safety con-
cerns with the event, specifi cally after a riot 
in Campustown in April 2014 where one 
student was seriously injured by a falling 
light pole during the riot.
“I understand that is very sad and disap-
pointing for most of us to see a 92-year-old 
tradition come to an end,” Leath said dur-
ing the press conference. “I’m not going to 
continue to put students at risk so we can 
observe what to many has become a week-
long party.”
5. Record enrollment
Since taking office in 2012, Leath has 
helped the university reach new heights in 
its enrollment, with fall 2016 seeing a record 
enrollment of 36,660 students.
And while not all credited to Leath, Iowa 
State student enrollment has increased 
nearly 44 percent in the past decade, a 
growth that has both challenged and driven 
faculty and administration to maintain qual-
ity with an ever-growing quantity.
Iowa State President Steven Leath in 
a letter of resignation to the Iowa Board 
of Regents announced that his last day 
at Iowa State will be between May 8 and 
June 2.
Leath announced Monday that he 
will be leaving Iowa State for Auburn 
University after its board of trustees 
unanimously approved Leath as its 19th 
president.
“As promised, I am turning over the 
university to the next president better 
than I inherited it with records in en-
rollment, retention rates, graduation 
rates, job placement numbers, as well as 
records in research funding, private fun-
draising and numerous other metrics,” 
Leath said in the letter to the regents.
Leath said he does not wish to invoke 
his tenure rights as Iowa State president, 
but instead choose to leave the university 
to pursue another opportunity.
Like Iowa State, Auburn University is 
a land-grant institution. Auburn Univer-
sity currently serves more than 28,000 
students, according to its website, and 
the Montgomery campus serves about 
5,000 students.
The outgoing Auburn University presi-
dent, Jay Gogue, announced his plans to 
leave in September 2016 and asked that 
the board of trustees find a replacement.
Leath was hired in 2012 as the 15th 
president of Iowa State, and was selected 
by a unanimous vote – similar to his hir-
ing at Auburn.
He previously served as the vice presi-
dent of research at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. When 
coming to Iowa State, Leath’s salary 
rang in at $440,000. At the time of his 
departure, Leath’s salary increased to 
$525,000.
“My time here at Iowa State has been 
exciting and rewarding,” Leath said. “Ja-
net and I have made lifelong friends here 
in Iowa and have had many great experi-
ences. We will always consider ourselves 
Cyclones and have great affection for this 
university and its beautiful campus; it is 
a very special place.”
With Leath’s resignation, the Iowa 
Board of Regents president released a 
statement thanking Leath for his service 
to Iowa State.
“ISU has made great strides during 
his tenure, including achieving record 
enrollment. We wish President Leath 
and his wife, Janet, the best at Auburn 
University,” he said.
The Board of Regents will hold a spe-
cial meeting soon to discuss the transi-
tion between presidents at Iowa State.
In a letter to the Iowa State commu-
nity, Leath said he has been working 
closely with the Iowa Board of Regents 
to identify an interim president and to 
start a search for a permanent president.
“Our appreciation for the Cyclone 
family is beyond words, and we found 
this extended family of students, faculty, 
staff, alumni and friends to be the great-
est joy of our time at Iowa State,” Leath 
said in his resignation.
Although Leath signed a new five-year 
contract at Iowa State in 2014, resigna-
tion follows that of former University of 
Northern Iowa President William Ruud 
in May 2016 – who left for a much small-
er, private liberal arts college in Ohio.
While Ruud’s came as a surprise to 
many, as well, the hiring process of 
Leath to Auburn University was kept 
very private up until Saturday when The 
Opeilka-Auburn News reported Saturday 
that Leath was on the “short list” to fill 
the position, noting that he would be an 
admirable hire because of his land-grant 
experience.
Leath’s leaving also comes at a time 
when other major Iowa figureheads will 
be leaving their positions, such as Iowa 
Gov. Terry Branstad, who is slated to 
become the U.S. ambassador to China, 
and Rastetter, who announced earlier 
this year he will not be running for re-
election.
Iowa State President Steven 
Leath will be retiring his cardinal 
and gold for blue and orange after 
the Auburn University board of 
trustees unanimously approved 
Monday to name Leath its 19th 
president.
In an email to the Iowa State 
community, Leath announced 
his resignation as president of 
Iowa State to “pursue an out-
standing opportunity at Auburn 
University.”
He said that when first ap-
proached about the offer he 
wasn’t looking to leave, but after 
deliberating the idea with his wife 
Janet, it was an opportunity they 
could “not pass up.”
He said that when arriving at 
Iowa State the plan was to retire 
here, but now “[we] realize our 
destiny is in Alabama and leading 
one of the nation’s great land-
grant universities to even greater 
prominence.”
The Opeilka-Auburn News 
reported Saturday that Leath 
was on the “short list” to fi ll the 
position, noting that he would be 
an admirable hire because of his 
land-grant experience.
Leath has served as Iowa State’s 
president since 2012, and previ-
ously served as vice president 
for research at the University of 
North Carolina.
In the letter to the Iowa State 
community, Leath said he has 
been working closely with the 
Iowa Board of Regents to identify 
an interim president and to start a 
search for a permanent president.
Charles McCrary, chairman 
pro tem, said the official action 
of voting for Leath took place in 
the Student Center to “symbolize 
Leath’s dedication to serving stu-
dents,” the Plainsman reported.
Leath said he was humbled 
and honored to be chosen for the 
position.
“The fi rst thing I’d like to say is 
War Eagle,” Leath said. “I’m going 
to enjoy getting to say that on a 
regular basis.”
Leath said he is confident he 
can make Auburn a premiere 
land-grant university.
“ A u b u r n  i s  a  v e r y  s p e c i a l 
place,” Leath said. “I want to 
make it clear that the university 
is really about the people. Auburn 
has great students and highly 
dedicated staff. We’re not going 
to do anything to diminish that. 
At the same time, we’re going to 
push forward.”
Auburn University currently 
serves more than 28,000 students, 
according to its website, and 
the Montgomery campus serves 
about 5,000 students.
According to a press release on 
its website regarding the presi-
dential search, “the University 
is seeking a visionary leader who 
has impeccable integrity, exem-
plary interpersonal and commu-
nication skills and a passion for 
educating students and preparing 
them for successful and produc-
tive lives.”
The Opelika-Auburn News 
reported that Leath would be 
an attractive hire, with a former 
board of trustees member saying, 
“We’re a unique university, and 
he would need to know who we 
are. If he has land-grant experi-
ence, he will know who we are.”
By Alex.Connor
@iowastatedaily.com
By Alex.Connor
@iowastatedaily.com
By Alex.Connor
@iowastatedaily.com
Auburn board of trustees names Leath 19th president 
Leath’s top moments at ISU
Leath’s last 
day between
May 2, June 8
Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily
Steven Leath served as Iowa State’s 15th president for five years before accepting a job at Auburn University on March 20, 2017.
Iowa State’s 15 presidents 
(since 1868)
15. Steven Leath       5  years
14. Gregory Geoffroy       11 years
13. Martin Jischke         9 years
12. Gordon Eaton        4 years
11. W. Robert Parks       21 years
10. James Hilton     12 years
9. Charles Friley      17 years
8. Raymond Hughes       7 years
7. Raymond Pearson     14 years
6. Albert Storms        7 years
5. William Beardshear      11 years
4. William Chamberlain         4 years
3. Leigh Hunt           1 year
2. Seaman Knapp          1 year
1. Adonijah Welch      15 years
Data gathered by: Danielle.Gehr/Iowa State Daily
When Iowa State President 
Steven Leath announced 
Monday his departure from 
Iowa State to serve as uni-
versity president for Auburn 
University, the news came 
not only as a surprise to stu-
dents but to Iowa State facul-
ty and administrators as well.
In his five years as presi-
dent, Leath expanded enroll-
ment to record levels, spear-
headed campus-defining 
construction projects and 
helped raise millions of dol-
lars for Iowa State University.
Kate Gregory, senior vice 
president of University Ser-
vices, said Leath’s excite-
ment and willingness to be 
involved in the university at 
every level helped to make a 
mark on the community, and 
leaves Leath with a legacy of 
his own.
She recalled a time early in 
her role at Iowa State when 
she and Leath were visiting 
with students in the park-
ing lot before an Iowa State 
football game.
“You could really see how 
excited he was for the new 
academic year and for the 
opportunity of these stu-
dents to have this experi-
ence kicked off ...,” Gregory 
said. “I think that that level 
of excitement was something 
really almost contagious for 
everybody.”
Gregory said that although 
his departure came as a sur-
prise, she wishes Leath and 
his wife the best in their new 
challenge. 
However, this kind of sud-
den announcement isn’t 
anything new when hiring 
such high-level administra-
tors. Jonathan Sturm, presi-
dent of Faculty Senate who 
has served on similar search 
committees for Iowa State, 
said these decisions are often 
kept close to the vest in order 
to protect potential hires.
“[Search committees are] 
sworn to confidence because 
of potential repercussion to a 
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Crossword
Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit, 1 to 
9. For strategies 
on how to solve 
Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.
org.uk
LEVEL:
1 2
1 Injury reminder
5 Pet adoption gp.
10 Environs
14 Nobel Peace Prize 
winner Wiesel
15 U.S.-Canada 
defense letters
16 Having a hard time 
deciding
17 Hard to find, to 
Caesar
18 __ Gay: WWII 
bomber
19 Thom __ shoes
20 Original Ice Follies 
slapstick skating duo
23 “Just one darn 
minute!”
24 Amazed reactions
27 Three in a deck
28 Retaliatory 
equivalent
32 Found really 
groovy
34 Bud
35 Challenge
36 Part of WWII
39 Happy heartbeat 
sound
42 Like veggies on a 
veggie platter
43 Expected landing 
hrs.
45 Prohibition
46 Opposite of post-
48 Knickknacky stuff
51 Bible bk. with a sea 
crossing
54 Trite
55 Opie Taylor’s 
caretaker
58 Small, irregular 
amounts
62 List-ending abbr.
64 11th-century 
Spanish hero
65 Give off
66 Low-cal
67 It divides the Left 
and Right Banks
68 Pal at the barbie
69 Run into
70 More quirky
71 Being, to Ovid
1 Feudal farmers
2 Red wine from 
Bordeaux
3 Better ventilated
4 Got through to
5 Lend __: listen
6 14-line verse
7 Cattle poker
8 Ranch newborn
9 Purim month
10 Use of one 
requires a PIN
11 Groupie’s idol
12 Significant period
13 Raggedy doll
21 Make excited
22 Gone by
25 Prefix with legal
26 Ladled-out meal
29 Bucky Beaver’s 
toothpaste brand
30 Pub spigot
31 Envelope part
33 Bee Gees family 
name
36 “Dragnet” star Jack
37 Gillette razor 
brand
38 Bad weather 
contingency
40 Paving goo
41 Sales manager’s 
concern
44 Like the “A” in a 
Hawthorne classic
47 At the outer edges 
of the normal curve
49 “Sting like a bee” 
boxer
50 Bloodhound or 
boxer
52 White House 
family
53 Ledger entries
56 8-Down’s milk 
source
57 Cosmetician 
Lauder
59 Spanish kiss
60 Iditarod transport
61 Battery fluid
62 Good name for a 
tree-lined street
63 Dead heat
Down
Across
Horoscopes by  Linda Black
Aries - 7
(March 21-April 19)
A group decision 
provides an 
opportunity. Consider it, without 
taking action yet. Look at all 
options. A rise in status is possible. 
Clarify your dream and prepare 
your move.
Taurus - 7
(April 20-May 20)
Plan your next trip, 
but don’t go yet. 
Handle responsibilities, make 
preparations, pay bills and repair 
equipment. Delegate or complete 
obligations. Dream about the 
upcoming adventure. 
Gemini - 6
(May 21-June 20)
Resist the temptation 
to deplete shared 
resources. Follow an expert’s 
plans. Work closely with your 
partner. Ride the wave. Anticipate 
controversy and head it off with 
clarification. 
Cancer - 7
(June 21-July 22)
Aim high and rely on 
partners. Delegate 
more this week. Streamline a 
work routine. Postpone relaxing in 
luxury. The more energy you put 
in, the more benefits appear. 
Don’t react without thinking. 
Leo - 8
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Don’t pay for 
everything. Streamline 
a routine. You’re a lucky winner. 
Wait to see what develops. Don’t 
make outrageous promises. 
No fair cheating. Don’t take big 
actions. Sit quietly and appreciate.
Virgo - 7
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
The tide shifts in an 
unexpected direction 
today. Get family to help. Give 
everyone a chance to voice their 
opinion. Have what you need 
delivered. Increase efficiency, and 
consider all possibilities. 
Libra - 7
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Don’t show unfinished 
work to a critic. 
Irritations at home could throw 
you off your stride. Schedule 
carefully. Remain gracious around 
those lacking manners. Nip 
disagreements in the bud. 
Scorpio - 6
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Adapt to changes 
with flexibility and 
optimism. Reassure a loved one 
with your wry sense of humor. 
Opportunities and new ideas hide 
in the chaos of fears about the 
future.
Sagittarius - 8
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Give yourself 
permission to dream 
about money. How much would 
you like to make? Check out an 
interesting suggestion. Expand 
your heart. Clean up messes. 
Finish up old business. 
Capricorn - 8
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Determine priorities 
to fulfill a personal 
dream. Use more imagination 
than money. Act from wisdom, 
not impulse. Sell stuff or get it 
appraised. Clean up messes. Let 
the family help.
Aquarius - 7
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Get your team 
moving. Schedule 
carefully to fit it all in. Stop 
worrying... meditate or go for a 
walk for some peace. Others ask 
your advice. Friends are with you.
Determine intended outcomes.
Pisces - 6
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Keep increasing your 
understanding, or you 
can just rely on faith to pull you 
through. Avoid a disagreement 
about priorities by clarifying them 
early on. Invite participation. 
Friends get behind your dream.
Today’s Birthday
(3/21/17)
Talk about what you love this year. Keep building communications skills; 
greatest personal and professional gains come from expressing passion. 
Fun with friends grows your heart. Home beautification over springtime 
sets the stage for a boost in your fortunes after August. Fertile creativity 
overflows into autumn. Grow your image and brand after October. 
To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the 
most challenging.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
• Sorority& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: 
Guaranteed Your Rental
Deposit Back!
108 Hayward Ave
515-292-8414
www.birthright.org
birthrightames@gmail.com
Get the information you need to make an informed decision.
IRTHRIGHT
of Ames, Inc.
Birthright is a 
non-judgmental and 
supportive atmosphere
 for women and 
expectant mothers.
- Free pregnancy testing
- 24 hour toll-free hotline
- Maternity and Infant  
Clothing Items
- Community referrals for: 
medical, legal, 
financial, and housing 
assistance
- Materials and referrals on         
adoption services
Birthright Provides:
Find Birthright of 
Ames on Facebook
Documentary & Discussion with Filmmaker Curtis Chin
Tested, a new documentary by filmmaker Curtis Chin, explores the question of  
access to high-quality public education, taking on such issues an affirmative 
action and model-minority myth.
Filmmaker Curtis Chin will provide brief  opening comments and lead on discussion  
immediately following the 70-in documentary. 
Who Has Access to Quality Public Education?
Tuesday, March 21, 2017 - 7 pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Sponsored by: African & African American
Studies Program, Committee on Lectures (funded 
by Student Government)
IOWA STATE DAILY BUSINESS DIRECTORY
During the traditional 
pancake serving on Central 
Campus during his freshman 
year Homecoming, Cody 
West was starstruck when he 
saw President Steven Leath 
serving pancakes.
West, who is now the Stu-
dent Government president-
elect, realized Leath was just 
a person, too.
“In every interaction that 
[Student Body President Cole 
Staudt] and I have had with 
him, he’s been very sincere,” 
West said, adding that Leath 
really values student input 
— which is something Leath 
echoed in his press confer-
ence after being named Au-
burn’s president.
“I want to make it clear 
that the university is really 
about the people. Auburn 
has great students and highly 
dedicated staff. We’re not 
going to do anything to di-
minish that. At the same 
time, we’re going to push 
forward,” Leath said.
But not all students have 
felt that Leath was sincere.
“A lot of students have 
this negative connotation 
about him, but he really does 
care about what the students 
think. I hate that misconcep-
tion students have, but it’s 
also understandable with the 
way that transparency and 
everything works,” West said.
Earlier this year, Student 
Government passed a resolu-
tion asking the Iowa Board 
of Regents to formally look 
into President Steven Leath’s 
past and current use of the 
university aircraft after in-
With Iowa State President 
Steven Leath leaving at the 
end of the semester to be 
president of Auburn Uni-
versity, many are hoping 
to see transparency in the 
hiring process at Iowa State.
The lack of transparency 
during Auburn’s hiring pro-
cess has drawn criticism 
from its community.
When retiring Auburn 
President Jay Gogue was 
selected in 2007, there were 
three finalists, but only 
Gogue wanted to be identi-
fied. He was also the only 
one to meet with the public 
during the process.
Ten years later,  none 
of the finalists during Au-
burn’s decision to replace 
Gogue were announced, 
meaning they did not meet 
with the community.
Only one public forum 
was held at the beginning 
of the process for the search 
committee to learn what 
constituents wanted in a 
new president.
Leath’s interest and final-
ist standing for the presi-
dent position at Auburn 
was not suggested until 
Saturday, two days before 
he was announced as be-
ing selected by its board of 
trustees on Monday.
Auburn only announced 
on Thursday, four days in 
advance, that it would an-
nounce the new president 
on Monday.
Prior to Monday, none 
of the administration at 
Auburn would confirm his 
interest. Per Auburn policy, 
finalists who are presidents 
at other universities would 
not be announced until a 
new president is selected.
In Iowa State’s search for 
a new president in 2011, the 
process was more transpar-
ent and accessible.
Two public forums were 
offered, each featuring one 
of the two applicants for 
the position. Only days af-
ter speaking with faculty 
and students, Leath was 
announced as president.
Recently during Leath’s 
presidency, a call for trans-
parency has grown, espe-
cially after his use of univer-
sity-owned airplanes was 
revealed. Many hope that 
the hiring process to replace 
Leath will reflect this call.
In his letter to the univer-
sity, Leath said he will be 
working with the regents to 
find an interim president 
and begin looking for a per-
manent president. During 
this time, he will continue 
to update the university on 
these changes.
According to a press re-
lease on its website regard-
ing the presidential search, 
the university focused on 
looking for “a visionary 
leader who has impeccable 
integrity, exemplary inter-
personal and communica-
tion skills and a passion 
for educating students and 
preparing them for success-
ful and productive lives.
“Trustee Raymond Har-
bert, who chaired the presi-
dential search committee, 
described today as “a great 
day for Auburn,” according 
to Auburn’s Newsroom.
“Dr. Leath is a strategic 
leader who will work along-
side the campus commu-
nity and alumni to elevate 
Auburn to the next level in 
instruction, research and 
outreach,” he said to them.
Larry Teeter, professor 
of forest economics, served 
on the presidential search 
committee.
“We found an accom-
plished leader through an 
inclusive search process 
with all campus constituen-
cies represented,” Teeter 
said, according to Auburn’s 
Newsroom.
By Emily.Hammer
@iowastatedaily.com
Hiring lacks transparency 
Courtesy of Dakota Sumpter/ The Auburn Plainsman
Steven Leath addresses the media during a press conference on Monday, March 20, 2017, in the Student Center Ballroom in Auburn, Alabama. 
By Emily.Barske
@iowastatedaily.com
Students react to Leath’s departure 
STUDENTS p8
FACULTY p8
           Tyler Coffey/Iowa State Daily
Student Body President Cole Staudt shakes Steven Leath’s hand before 
Leath’s annual address in the Memorial Union on Sept. 14, 2016.
By Michael Heckle 
@iowastatedaily.com
Faculty, administration react to Leath leaving
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Katy Klopfenstein/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State University President Steven Leath 
speaks to Iowa State Daily reporters and edi-
tors Aug. 17, 2016. 
Emphasize 
transparency 
in next  
appointment
Per Iowa State University President 
Steven Leath’s resignation letter sent 
to the Cyclone family just yesterday, 
Auburn University’s 19th president will 
be himself. This comes two days after 
The Opeilka-Auburn News reported his 
being on the university’s “short list” of 
candidates.
And, despite Auburn’s unceremoni-
ous, un-transparent 2007 candidate 
selection process, its recent appoint-
ment of Steven Leath to the office was 
no more engaging than its last. It seems 
this is not a goal of its method.
Iowa State University, conversely, 
held two public forums prior to its hir-
ing of Steven Leath in 2011. While this 
is by any means a proper and a decent 
procedure, this Editorial Board would 
suggest the university’s administration 
take a new track in its own selection 
process over these next few months: 
Stay transparent from the start, and ask 
for our community’s opinions from the 
start. They’ll be worth your time.
Especially in light of the soon for-
mer administration’s recent, highly 
publicized transparency transgression 
— President Steven Leath’s controver-
sial use of university-owned aircraft — 
there is a particular need for it.
A university’s president is more than 
just the aggregate of his or her policy 
decisions; they are a spokesperson, 
figurehead, representative and ambas-
sador. As such, the candidates for such 
a position ought to be considered for all 
their attributes by not just the universi-
ty’s leadership and administration, but 
by all their constituents — the students, 
the faculty and the staff.
Our new president needs to be stu-
dent-focused. He or she needs to be in 
touch with our issues, our concerns and 
our opinions. Of equal importance, he 
or she needs to be transparent in their 
conversations, dealings and actions on 
behalf of — ideally — our concerns and 
our opinions. This is the position’s duty, 
and this ought to be each candidate’s 
most thoroughly vetted characteristic.
More than just the university’s ad-
ministration doing this vetting, how-
ever, it’s important that the greater 
Iowa State community is engaged. 
Public forums need to be held before 
the search for candidates even begins, 
to solicit our community’s desires, and 
most importantly need to be continu-
ally held as candidates are made known 
to the public.
In the ideal world, assuming all goes 
reasonably well, Iowa State will not find 
itself in the position the University of 
Iowa so recently did — that being mired 
in an actual lawsuit over the selection 
process’ legal (and allegedly illegal) 
proceedings.
Bearing all this in mind, this Editorial 
Board would suggest that the university 
take its time soliciting constituent in-
put, and not select a new hire until the 
students have returned for next year’s 
Fall semester. This is a process that 
ought not be rushed, and a process that 
requires all our university populations’ 
consideration.
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
The Iowa Legislature, pictured above, has recently proposed a bill that would overrule local minimum wage ordinances as well as certain civil rights legislation. 
Preemption bill under the radar
In my last column, I addressed a proposed bill in the Iowa Leg-islature, House Study Bill 92. 
The primary concern of the bill is 
the overruling of any and all local 
minimum wage ordinances at the 
city and county level.
Currently, four counties have 
passed bills raising minimum wage 
to varying levels. Many of Iowa’s 
local news outlets have focused 
on the wage aspect of this bill, but 
the bill itself also includes provi-
sions regarding topics with little 
relevance to wage laws, such as 
“containers” and certain local civil 
rights.
These last points are less mo-
mentous than legislation concern-
ing minimum wage, seeing as most 
laws in Iowa regarding discrimina-
tion and workers’ rights are at the 
state and federal levels. Nonethe-
less, opponents of the bill have 
reacted with confusion and worry 
over such peculiar legislation.
In response to these criticisms, 
the bill was amended late last 
month. Instead of removing all lo-
cal discrimination laws, it will focus 
on removing local laws concerning 
housing discrimination.
The most well-known case where 
this law has negative repercussions 
is in Marion, Iowa, where a local law 
prevents landlords from discrimi-
nating against renters based on 
how they receive money; whether it 
be from a job, pension or disability 
payment.
Renters claim that these restric-
tions prevent them from making 
financially sound decisions as to 
who they should provide leases to. 
On the other side of this debate, 
veterans’ rights groups have coun-
tered that such discrimination goes 
too far and that economic decisions 
cannot infringe on basic needs such 
as housing.
Republican lawmakers, however, 
have taken a more palatable ap-
proach. The main argument from 
officials supporting the bill, such as 
John Landon of Ankeny, is that the 
existence of these laws on the local 
level makes such policies risky and 
unchecked — without the uniform 
control of state legislature.
Therefore, two important points 
need to be drawn — what real 
causes for concern there are over 
the elimination of local civil rights, 
and how this bill fits into a national 
movement that isn’t receiving as 
much attention as it should.
Iowa is far from the only state 
where Republican lawmakers are 
trying to stop local governments 
from exceeding regulations put in 
place by the state, with preemp-
tion bills cropping up in Arizona, 
Oklahoma, Missouri, Alabama and 
15 other states. Iowa is merely the 
latest state to join this multi-year 
movement.
And it’s in these other states that 
one can see reflections of HS 92. 
Four years ago in Wisconsin, state 
laws struck down legislation that 
had been passed in Madison pro-
tecting low-income renters. Plas-
tic bag laws, like those soon to be 
struck down here in Iowa, are under 
similar attack in other states.
While the laws being struck down 
are generally regional, they also are 
typically popular with constituents, 
such as a Cleveland law recently 
nullified that required businesses 
to hire locally.
Republican lawmakers are not 
doing this to appeal to their constit-
uents. In many states, they actually 
result from businesses contribut-
ing to Republican campaigns — in 
Wisconsin, the American Chemistry 
Council, which profits greatly from 
American dependence on plastic 
bags, was a primary contributor to 
many Republican lawmakers who 
supported the bill. The National 
Federation of Independent Busi-
ness, which is largely funded by the 
Koch brothers, has also been known 
to fund campaigns where states are 
voting on preemption bills.
A major reason lawmakers are 
so quick to follow the desires of 
lobbyists is that these movements 
are being largely kept under the ra-
dar. Now, more than ever, national 
attention is primarily focused on 
the federal government and not on 
local changes. If people can realize 
how these local shifts are part of 
an equally powerful force, maybe 
attention can be shifted. If this 
happens, states have a real chance 
at making lawmakers accountable 
again.
Is local civil 
rights legislation  
in danger?
By Nolan.Wright
@iowastatedaily.com
Reiman Gardens upcoming projects clarified
There are a number of proj-
ects going on around the south-
ern entrance to the university 
and as the Reiman Gardens’ 
projects start, I know it has be-
come confusing to keep them 
straight so hopefully this will 
help those wondering!
Project 1 is currently called 
the Stadium Garden Plaza and 
most of you saw, if not inter-
acted with, the first phase of that 
all of 2016 and is taking place as 
part of the South End Zone Sta-
dium expansion project. What 
used to be Lot S3 is going to be 
a new green space with paths, 
water features, art and other 
features. Construction on what 
we call the hardscapes will be 
completed by football season; 
it is likely the bulk of the plant-
ings will occur in spring 2018. 
Even though I sit on the design 
team, this is not a Reiman Gar-
dens project nor will it be part 
of Reiman Gardens, a common 
misconception.
The two projects on the in-
terior of the Gardens you may 
have noticed are part of the 
20-year garden improvement 
Master Plan we released to the 
public in January 2016.
The project with the most ac-
tivity this winter is in the center 
of the property on a hillside 
that adjoins Beach Avenue and 
can be viewed from University 
Boulevard. This is the Hillside 
Water-wise Garden and is the 
first project from the aforemen-
tioned master plan. It is funded 
20 percent by the ISU Class of 
1955 and 80 percent through Re-
iman Gardens’ raised revenue. It 
will flaunt a 12-foot wide stair-
case to the top of the hill with 
Americans with Disabilities Act 
compliant paths zigzagging up 
through terraced planting beds 
that will demonstrate five differ-
ent styles of water-wise garden-
ing. Both routes will eventually 
lead to a pergola that will not be 
completed until a donor offers 
funding. This garden should be 
planted in late April or early May 
and open directly thereafter.
The second project encom-
passes about four acres on the 
south end of the Gardens; peo-
ple have noticed in advance of 
spring construction trees have 
been removed in preparation. 
This will become a spectacular 
and iconic showcase garden 
called Sycamore Falls, honor-
ing the seven 80-year-old syca-
mores currently on site. This 
garden will feature a spectacular 
tower, waterfalls, streams and 
pool, pergola and lush plant-
ings. The funding for this garden 
is 50 percent by Roy and Bobbi 
Reiman and 50 percent through 
donations and fundraising. The 
ambitious plan is for this garden 
to open late spring or early sum-
mer 2018.
I hope this helps explain the 
three major projects you see 
ongoing on this end of campus. 
Over the next few years they 
will all add to the beauty of the 
entrance to Iowa State Univer-
sity as well as the appeal and 
attraction of visitors to Reiman 
Gardens, making it an even 
stronger tourist destination. 
Reiman Gardens is committed 
to connecting all improvements 
to education, making it an even 
more valued part of the student 
experience at Iowa State Uni-
versality.
By Edward Lyon, Director,  
Reiman Gardens 
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Both the Cyclone Hock-
ey Division I and Division 
III programs spent their 
spring break participating 
in the American Collegiate 
Hockey Association Na-
tional Championships in 
Columbus, Ohio.
After taking second place 
last year, the D-I team failed 
to reach the championship 
game this season. The D-III 
team didn’t make it out of 
the pool play round.
D-I reaches quarterfinals
Cyclone Hockey reached 
the quarterfinals of the 
ACHA National Tourna-
ment for the fifth straight 
season this year but fell to 
No. 4 Central Oklahoma, 
6-1, in Columbus, Ohio.
“Central Oklahoma was 
just a better team than we 
were [in this game],” coach 
Jason Fairman said. “It 
wasn’t a day to have an off 
game, we had some grade-A 
chances that didn’t convert 
and I think that just put 
frustration in the back of 
our minds.”
During his time at the 
helm of Cyclone Hockey — 
three and a half seasons — 
Fairman has made it to the 
quarterfinals each season.
“Coach Fairman has done 
a tremendous job at turning 
this program into what it 
is from my freshman year 
when he took over,” team 
captain Chase Rey said.
And while the players ap-
preciate how he has grown 
the program, they haven’t 
forgotten how Fairman 
guided the Cyclones to the 
ACHA National Champion-
ship last season.
“[The championship] was 
our goal all along and we 
thought it was certainly a 
possibility [this season],” 
Fairman said. “We are dis-
appointed as an organiza-
tion that we didn’t win the 
national championship.”
Although he didn’t bring 
home a national champi-
onship, Fairman did earn 
his second straight Central 
States Collegiate Hockey 
League Coach of the Year 
award.
“It sounds like a cliché, 
but it’s not just about me,” 
Fairman said. “It’s really the 
coaching staff and the play-
ers here, because if you lose 
games, you’re not going to 
be the coach of the year.”
Fairman told the team 
that they have some time 
and perspective to realize 
that it was a special season.
“You don’t have to win 
a national championship 
to have a special season,” 
Fairman said. “We accom-
plished a lot this year.”
The Cyclones earned the 
CSCHL regular season and 
playoff championships, fin-
ishing 19-14-1.
D-III knocked out
While the ACHA Men’s 
D-I National Championship 
is a 24-team single elimi-
nation bracket, the D-III 
tournament is structured 
differently.
In the D-III tournament, 
teams started out playing 
in four pools of four teams 
each. To advance, teams 
had to win their round-rob-
in pool, which then would 
feed them out to a final four 
of sorts. Then it becomes a 
single-elimination bracket 
of the four pool winners.
The Cyclones failed to 
make it to the later rounds, 
as they were downed by 
Aquinas College in their 
second pool play game.
Aquinas had already won 
one game, so that game es-
sentially ended the season 
for the team. Aquinas also 
went on to win the D-III 
National Championship.
Coach Scott Ismond was 
named the Mid American 
Collegiate Hockey Associa-
tion Coach of the Year, too.
“ I  i m a g i n e  h e  w o u l d 
probably say [he is proud 
to win it as well],” Fairman 
said. “It’s an exciting time 
for Cyclone Hockey with 
the progress we have made 
here. 
“Getting coach of the year 
and a MACHA champion-
ship has never happened 
here before.”
Wrapped tightly in a cradle, 
Gabe Moreno couldn’t move.
The ref tapped the mat next 
to him and it was over. He 
was pinned. It was Moreno’s 
final match of his collegiate 
wrestling career.
He lay there for a moment 
on the mat and looked up 
to the ceiling while the 2017 
Big 12 Championships con-
tinued.
Moreno sat up, looked over 
to the side of the mat and 
went to shake the hand of 
Grant LaMont of Utah Valley. 
He made his way to the locker 
room.
Michael Moreno, Gabe’s 
brother, joined him shortly 
after.
“[I] just said I loved him 
and it didn’t matter,” Michael 
said. “You gave your life to it 
and that’s all you can ask for.”
For most of Gabe’s life, he’s 
had a passion for wrestling.
When Gabe was a kid, he 
and his brother heard stories 
of their father, Mike Moreno, 
becoming an All-American for 
Iowa State wrestling in 1992.
It was Gabe’s dream to 
wrestle in cardinal and gold. 
A dream he got to live with 
his brother.
Michael has been there 
with Gabe every step of his 
career.
From being teammates 
all the way through college 
to Michael staying with the 
Iowa State wrestling team 
as a graduate assistant and 
eventually becoming an in-
terim-assistant at the end of 
the season.
Michael was there for Gabe 
a year before when Gabe re-
injured his shoulder during 
the Oklahoma State dual in 
2016.
Knowing what lay ahead for 
Gabe, the two brothers sat in 
the locker room of Gallagher-
Iba Arena in Stillwater, Okla-
homa.
All Michael could do in that 
moment was be there for his 
younger brother during this 
emotional time.
“What if I never wrestle 
again?” Gabe asked.
“You did everything you 
could, man,” Michael said. 
“That’s all you can do. If you 
can’t wrestle again then it’s 
just the way it’s supposed to 
be, it’s the cards you were 
dealt.”
Gabe swears the pop from 
his shoulder could be heard 
from the seats in the Gallagh-
er-Iba Arena. 
“I don’t know if I’ve been 
more upset about anything,” 
Gabe said. “I felt like I did all 
the right things the first time. 
Just because you did the right 
things that doesn’t guarantee 
nothing.”
He approached the first 
recovery process with dedi-
cation. Rehabbing every day, 
working to get the strength 
back in his shoulder.
“[The first recovery] was 
really frustrating and really 
slow at times,” Gabe said. “It’s 
a month after surgery and all 
you’re doing is moving your 
hand [forward] and bringing 
it back.”
Eventually, simple gestures 
became easier and more 
complicated exercises would 
be incorporated until Gabe 
eventually was doing light 
workouts.
The second time around 
wasn’t much different. This 
time Gabe knew what to ex-
pect having gone through the 
process one time already, but 
it seemed more exhausting.
“It’s like rewatching a bad 
movie,” Gabe said.
Gabe regularly watched 
his teammates practice after 
he’d finish doing his rehab 
for the day. While the other 
Cyclones were improving 
their technique, Gabe had to 
spend valuable training time 
focusing on just getting back 
to feeling normal.
“[There’s this] helpless feel-
ing, you just have to wait,” 
Gabe’s father Mike said. 
“Such a long healing process, 
you have to be patient.”
Being patient is easier said 
than done, especially for a 
competitor like Gabe.
Gabe acknowledges that his 
competitive streak is his great-
est weakness. He said it turns 
into a vicious cycle where if 
something goes wrong, he 
doesn’t think clearly and then 
he messes up more.
The 2016-17 season felt like 
one big vicious cycle for Gabe.
In his final year as a Cy-
clone, Gabe finished the year 
with a 7-10 record.
Going down to the 141 
weight class to start the year, 
Gabe missed the first two du-
als and the Harold Nichols 
Cyclone Open. Gabe missed 
at least another month after 
suffering a concussion at the 
Midlands Championships at 
the end of December. To add 
on, only a few weeks after 
the concussion, coach Kevin 
Jackson announced his res-
ignation.
“I think the second shoul-
der surgery, combine that 
with his concussion and all 
the distractions from this 
crazy year,” Mike said. “I just 
don’t think he got to the point 
where he was hitting on all 
cylinders.”
Not only did Gabe have 
to worry about his injuries 
along with Iowa State’s lack 
of winning, Gabe also had to 
battle the pressure that he was 
putting on himself.
Gabe qualified for the 
NCAA tournament his fresh-
man and sophomore year. His 
second shoulder injury kept 
him out of the tournament his 
junior year.
But in the back of Gabe’s 
mind there was something 
more he needed to accom-
plish.
“The first time [I made the 
NCAA tournament] I didn’t 
necessarily care if I was win-
ning or losing, ’cause my 
freshman year, just making 
it was an accomplishment,” 
Gabe said.
Gabe still tried to wrestle 
at the NCAAs despite tearing 
his shoulder, which popped in 
and out of the socket during 
his lone match in the 2015 
Big 12 tournament. During 
his first match in the NCAA 
tournament, Gabe’s shoulder 
continued to pop out of place. 
He wouldn’t compete the rest 
of the tournament.
With his last chance ap-
proaching, Gabe placed a 
heavy task on his shoulder, 
being seeded No. 10 in the 
2017 Big 12 tournament.
Gabe couldn’t stop think-
ing about qualifying. Despite 
returning back to 149 pounds 
after the injury to take away 
the challenge of weight cut-
ting and telling himself that he 
just needs to take it all in, he 
couldn’t enjoy his last handful 
of matches.
“It’s hard to look back right 
now and see the positives,” 
Gabe said. “I came in [my 
freshman year] always think-
ing of wanting to a be a na-
tional champion. I always felt 
like I was going to be the best 
Moreno.”
Michael noted that Gabe’s 
attitude after finishing his 
career has been different.
He’s more outgoing, he 
jokes around more, like a 
weight was lifted off him, Mi-
chael said.
Mike thinks that Gabe un-
derstands that life is going to 
move on whether or not he 
gets the intended results.
“You’re dealt these cards in 
life and you play them,” Mike 
said. “You play them [to] the 
best of your ability. You know 
he did that, it just worked out 
the way it did. He’ll bounce 
back.”
By Curran.McLaughlin
@iowastatedaily.com
By Connor.Ferguson
@iowastatedaily.com
Riding through adversity
Cyclone Hockey comes home empty  
Lani Tons/Iowa State Daily
Gabe Moreno wrestles against Wyoming at Hilton Coliseum on Dec. 12, 2015. Moreno finished his college career at the Big 12 Championships on March 4-5, 2017 in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
Courtesy of Forrest Brothen
A.J. Gullickson’s goal helped lift Cyclone Hockey to a win against Colorado, advancing them to the quarterfinal round of the ACHA National Championships. 
Gabe Moreno 
wraps up 
Cyclone career 
A party in the pool
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10 Tips to come back from break successfully
By Grace.Rigdon
@iowastatedaily.com
Spring break was a perfect 
time to unwind, relax and take 
time to truly refresh. But break 
has come to an end and it is 
time to kick the end of this se-
mester into high gear. Knowing 
there are few short weeks left 
before summer, it can be easy 
to start getting distracted and 
not put in your best effort. 
Here are tips to make sure 
that you are working at your 
fullest potential for the end of 
your year and cumulative GPA. 
CLEAN YOUR SPACE
1 Living in a clean and organized space is key to success. Coming back to your room 
after break, it is important 
to create a space you enjoy 
studying in and not just 
sleeping in. Try out a trip to 
the store and purchase a fun 
plant that will liven up your 
room or a diffuser to freshen 
up your space. 
STAY ORGANIZED 
2 A great way to stay organized is to put thoughts into your planner. Take notes of all your home-
work, projects and study hours 
to make sure you are not skip-
ping out on any points that 
could improve your grade. 
Try color coding your 
planner to organize 
homework from events. 
DO YOUR HOMEWORK
3 It is easy in the last couple of weeks to slack off and enjoy the warm weather. Completing all 
of the homework assigned 
to get maximum points is 
detrimental to finishing the 
year strong. Homework is a 
way to learn, ask questions 
and get points. 
ASK FOR HELP
4 With the year coming to a close, it might seem easy to give up on difficult things. The professors on 
campus are there to help. Use 
them. Ask questions about how 
to improve your grade or how 
to finish a problem or a project 
to get all of the points. This 
semester is almost over but 
that doesn’t mean the school 
work is over. 
 GO TO CLASS
5 Going to class is extremely impor-tant this time of  year. Write down everything, because 
professors are talking about 
the closing notes of the class, 
upcoming projects, last-
chance homework and the 
final. Missing out on these 
lectures might seem easy, but 
with the end of the semester 
in sight, any tips given during 
them can help your final GPA. 
Keep your grades and learn-
ing a priority. 
 GET SLEEP
6 Coming up to Fi-nals Week and Dead W e e k  w i l l  s p r i n g ahead. Make sure to put yourself first and 
get the sleep and care that you 
need. By caring for yourself 
and getting the rest needed 
you are giving your body the 
chance to succeed and finish 
the year strong. Sleep is your 
best friend. 
REWRITE YOUR NOTES
7 Rewriting your notes, p u t t i n g  t h e m  o n Quizlet or reviewing them several times will help store them 
in your memory. Reviewing 
your work is a great way to plan 
for success, check what you 
know and keep on top of your 
schooling.
PLAN FOR FINALS 
8 Now is a great time to start reviewing Pow-erPoints and notes for your finals. Be-ing prepared ahead 
of the game is a great way to 
relieve stress while approach-
ing  finals and put yourself in a 
more comfortable state when it 
comes to the end of the year.
Review the syllabi of your 
classes to double check what 
material you remember and 
what material you still have 
to learn. Make sure you know 
whether your final is compre-
hensive or just over the end of 
the term so you’re prepared.
STAY HEALTHY
9 Going to bed at  a decent time, wash-ing your hands and taking vitamins are ways to prevent sick-
ness at this crucial time of your 
semester. 
Right now is your time to 
work for you, achieve doubts 
you once had and overcome 
goals that you have been work-
ing for since January. Let’s not 
let sickness get in the way. Take 
care of your body and stress 
level, and try out a yoga class 
at Lied or State Gym.
RELAX 
10
F i n a l l y , 
relax. Clos-
i n g  i n  o n 
the semes-
ter, take a 
breather. 
Eat dinner with friends, 
study outside, go for a run 
and take this time to be great. 
Everyone needs to relieve 
s t r e s s  a n d  r e l a x  t o  c o m e 
across success.
Follow a couple of these 
simple tips and tricks, and 
try to end this year strong and 
better than ever.
Maddie Leopardo/Iowa State Daily
Annie Edelman, sophomore in journalism and mass communication, studies 
at Parks Library on Dec. 2. 2016. 
Water workouts at State Gym: Jan. 9 - April 28
By Amanda.Wymore
@iowastatedaily.com
Rec Services opens 
pool for spring event
Students can have a party in the 
pool  and try out different water 
workouts when Iowa State Recreation 
Services opens its first Spring Pool 
Party at 6 p.m. Thursday. The event 
will be in the State Gym Pool.
“Working out in the water can 
be as intense as you want it to be,” 
said Jennifer Pollard,  marketing 
coordinator for Rec Services. “This is 
a low-impact workout. If you want a 
great workout but may be recovering 
from an injury or want less impact on 
your joints, aqua classes are a great 
option.”
Four trained Rec Services instructors 
will teach the group workout at the 
event. It will be arranged in a circuit, 
including four 15-minute stations 
with five-minute breaks in between 
each station. Attendees will move 
from station to station.
“Each station in the circuit will be 
in a different part of the pool, such as 
the vortex, shallow end, deep end and 
the hot tub,” Pollard said. “We want to 
highlight a different type of workout 
for the participants. 
“All  participants can expect to 
get a good workout and work their 
muscles.”
The workout will be accompanied 
by an emcee and music  to  keep 
participants motivated.  A photo 
booth will also be at the event to 
capture the fun.
Prizes will be given away at the 
event,  including T-shirts,  beach 
towels, beach balls, water squirters 
a n d  m o r e  i t e m s  t o  u s e  w h i l e 
participants are in the pool.
“Our goal is to get folks in the water 
and to have fun,” Pollard said. “We 
don’t have a lot of participants in our 
aqua classes, and we feel that there is 
a stigma about them. Students may 
associate someone older going to 
aqua classes.”
P o l l a r d  s u g g e s t s  p a r t i c i p a n t s 
bring a swimsuit or clothes they are 
comfortable wearing in the pool, 
their student ID and “a willingness 
to try something new.” State Gym will 
provide towels for participants.
T h e  e v e n t  i s  a  t w i s t  o n  l a s t 
semester’s Insanity Live!  launch 
party where instructors led more than 
200 participants — including Cy — 
through the HIIT class.
For more information about the 
event,  email  Jennifer  Pol lard at 
pollard@iastate.edu.
Schedule can be found at recservices.iastate.edu
person’s career back at their 
current job if they’re not 
successful in winning the 
new position,” Sturm said.
Recent allegations about 
the mishandling of uni-
versity planes and his role 
in permanently canceling 
the Iowa State institution 
Veishea did little to earn 
Leath support.
Jeff Johnson, president of 
the Alumni Association, said 
the “planegate” allegations 
could have played a part in 
Leath’s departure.
“It became a very, very 
tough situation with the 
press that was going on rela-
tive to the plane,” Johnson 
said. “In the minds of [alum-
ni], it became almost like he 
was being badgered. This 
news really feels as though 
he was attacked.”
Johnson believes that 
Leath made the right move 
i n  c h o o s i n g  t o  c a n c e l 
Veishea after it became a 
threat to student safety.
“I sat through a number 
of meetings where President 
Leath really struggled with 
the reality that somehow 
Veishea had been rede-
fi ned,” Johnson said. 
That redefinition made 
Veishea synonymous with 
alcohol, party and destruc-
tion, rather than the student 
recruitment and Cyclone 
pride that defi ned its incep-
tion, Johnson said.
“If we had really stopped 
and put ourselves in his 
shoes, when he spoke of 
student safety and the repu-
tation of the university, he 
meant that,” Johnson said.
Martino Harmon, vice 
president for student affairs, 
recalled a time when he and 
Leath traveled to Washing-
ton, D.C., to attend a discus-
sion panel that Leath was a 
part of.
During the panel, Leath 
spoke of his vision to im-
prove student success, set-
ting a retention rate of 90 
percent as what seemed to 
many to be an impossible 
goal. Iowa State’s retention 
rate is now at 88 percent.
Harmon said that he 
was “definitely surprised” 
at Leath’s departure. And 
although he and other ad-
ministrators are sad to see 
him go, Harmon said he 
is excited for the new op-
portunities that face the 
university president.
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quiries surrounding his use 
of university-owned aircraft 
for both personal and busi-
ness use.
Since conversations sur-
rounding diversity and inclu-
sion sparked after the ripping 
of a poster at the Trump rally 
outside the Cy-Hawk game 
in 2015, some students have 
called on Leath to do a better 
job of making the campus 
inclusive.
After the election of Presi-
dent Donald Trump in No-
vember, students marched 
to Leath’s offi ce, asking him 
to disavow Trump. Recently, 
a student staged a walkout of 
Leath’s ISCORE speech after 
calling him a racist.
“He was merely a symp-
tom of the much larger prob-
lem of colorblind, supposed-
ly race-neutral, racism here 
at Iowa State,” said Wesley 
Harris Jr., graduate student 
in higher education admin-
istration.
Staudt — who was some-
what surprised by the news 
— said that it’s important 
that students look at Leath’s 
time at Iowa State in a holis-
tic manner.
“There have been some 
hiccups during his term, but 
overall he’s shepherded Iowa 
State through an unprec-
edented amount of enroll-
ment growth ... he complete-
ly revamped our research 
portfolio and raised more 
money than any president in 
Iowa State’s history,” Staudt 
said.
West said it came as a 
shock to him when he saw 
the initial report from the 
Daily on Saturday that Leath 
was on a short list of potential 
candidates for the presiden-
cy at Auburn University. He 
found it surprising because 
Leath had recently bought 
farmland here, and Leath 
had a few years left in his 
contract, but added that Au-
burn is very comparable to 
Iowa State. Auburn is also a 
land-grant institution.
Madison Sogge, a senior 
in finance who works as a 
student assistant in the presi-
dent’s offi ce, said she is sad 
that Leath is leaving, but said 
this will be a new, fresh start 
for Iowa State and him.
Sogge and Staudt both said 
that one top focus of the new 
president will need to be di-
versity and inclusion. West 
and Sogge also mentioned 
the need for transparency.
“I also think that he needs 
to be able to work with do-
nors a lot,” Sogge said about 
the new president. “Funding 
is a huge part of the univer-
sity. I don’t think students 
actually see how much out-
reach Leath has to do.”
West and Staudt hope that 
the search process is open, 
transparent and involves the 
students.
“I sincerely hope the Iowa 
Board of Regents is more 
transparent with the search 
for Iowa State University’s 
next president than they 
were with University of Io-
wa’s,” Harris said. 
West added that he hopes 
the search won’t take place 
over the summer while many 
students are away.
“We really do wish him the 
best of luck at Auburn, and I 
think he’ll do great there, but 
we’re more than happy and 
receptive to change at Iowa 
State, too,” West said.
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